
++++ SPACE DUEL - Initial Brainstorm Aug 2019
- Spaceship dogfighting game
- Dice placement/allocation/manipulation
- Should allow one vs one or multiple players
- Ships have: Name, Power (dice count), Quality (number of Parts), Parts (cards 
with dice things), Hull (HP), +Damage (passive boost), +Shield (passive boost)
- Setup is:
1. Agree on Quality - Default is 6? Default Power could also be 6. Hull is maybe 
12?
2. Build Ships - Take turns spending Quality until every player is done. First to 
spend can just be agreed upon randomly
3. Draw Environment card
4. Initial Power Allocation - Secretly allocate Power to Offense/Defense as 
normal, but also Scanner. When revealed whoever puts most power into Scanner gets 
to go first (roll off on ties). Offense/Defense allocation stays until both 
players have had an Offense/Defense turn and Power is re-allocated.
5. First Offense Turn - The first player rolls their Offense dice, and the 
opponent rolls their allocated Defense dice. Then the Defense player spends first 
to use their various Parts. Then Offense player spends
-- Feels a bit backwards but this way Shield, counters, and other buffs are 
applied before Offense figures out what to do
6. Play Swaps - Now the second player rolls Offense, and the original starting 
player rolls Defense, and they play through a turn.
7. Re-Allocate on Subsequent Turns - Start by allocating your Power. Can still use 
Defense Power on Offense turn, if desperate, then Defense available is whatever is 
left. For example allocate 4O/2D, but really need 1 more Offense dice, so can roll 
that and have 1 Defense going forward
8. Play until only one ship remains will Hull

- Environment cards are dice things you can allocate to as normal, like asteroids, 
nebula, etc.
-- See Silent Death, NASA, other searches for "space environment" for some terrain 
ideas
-  Should be a list of various Effects (or should we call them Status?): Fire, 
Radiation, Blind, Disruption, etc.
*- All ships have some basic abilities: simple gun, simple shield, maybe 1 re-
roll, a way to clear Status?
- Simple Gun would be Offense type, Max 4 do Damage equal to dice placed
- Simple Shield would be Defense type, Max 2 prevent damage equal to dice placed

- To build a ship Quality is spent. 1 Quality = draw 3 Parts and have to keep 1. 
Can also spend Quality on passive bonuses (maybe after a minimum percent [25%?] or 
number [3?] of Quality is spent on Parts)
-- Passive Quality spenders: +1 damage = 2Q, +1 shield = 3Q, +1 Hull = 1Q, +1 
Power = 4Q
--- Basically a way to use extra Quality once you're happy with your ship
-- Players take turns spending Quality, first to spend is decided randomly, or 
maybe should give a Scanner setup bonus?
- As a rule should likely never do damage on Defense, otherwise will be more 
tempting to allocate for it

- Game needs a few more "spacey" things to really fit the theme, since otherwise 
it could be generic/unthemed or fantasy or whatever
-- Maybe a concept of "advantage" as in who is trailing who (ie: "I'm on your 
six!")
-- Could have boarding of enemy ship? Go for larger scale ships instead? Parts are 
in "rooms" that can be destroyed? Too much trying to mush in FTL?
-- Maybe super simple square based movement like that Crying Suns game. Spend dice 



to move? Might just alternate getting behind the other person though
--- Downside is more awkward for multiplayer games instead of easily select any 
target
--- Could allow for "Boost" effects to be floating in space
-- Simple single line of squares to manage distance between ships? Can move 
forward/back and have a Range on every Part (or only parts that do Damage)? Being 
at exact Range gives a flat Damage bonus, or even cooler get to choose a bonus 
effect from a small list?
--- Really awkward with multiplayer as you have to manage distance between all 
ships. Maybe just a bigger dice placed between each and every player for Distance, 
and the track for 2 player games (which also allows miniature usage to mark on 
squares)
--- Could combine with directional card concept, with fly forward/backward and 
juke vertical/horizontal as the 4 options. Forward/backward change Distance, and 
juke vert/hor give a bonus if they match
---- What would happen with Forward and Forward at 1 Distance? Zoom past each 
other and still be at 1 Distance?
-- Somehow translate the "enemy is juking left, I need to follow them" from 
Privateer / Rebel Galaxy Outlaw?
--- Like all choose a directional card (up/down/left/right) at the start of 
Offense turn. If match get a bonus. Then put face down and can't use same card 
again next turn, to narrow down chance of matching. Also requires a bit of memory 
as to what the face down card was?
-- Or could have "disposition" cards (or even a wheel like Pirate's Cove) to show 
your intent: afterburners, juke/dodge, move vertical/horizontal
--- Could also have Parts that affect this or reveal information
-- Could have Engines be a third Power allocation? And that does...something

+++ STATUS
- Dicey Dungeons: Freeze, Shock, Poison, Fire, Curse, Fury, Weaken, Locks, Thorns, 
Shield, Blind, Vanish

+++ PARTS
- Will have an obvious Offense/Defense symbol to show when each can be used. Laser 
gun and shield bubble as symbols? And color coded, red for Off and blue for Def. 
Has a Name, then has a spot to place the D6, then any descriptive text
-- Note there needs to be a Utility symbol/color (wrench/purple color because 
combined Off/Def) as well that can apply to BOTH Offense/Defense. Primarily 
generic stuff like boost +1 dice value

++ Basic placement options:
-- Countdown / Charge Up: Like a max of 20 total that must be dumped into to do 
something big
--- Downside: Awkward to track on the table. Likely would be treated as a "Count 
Up" where the dice involved need to total the number. Then leave them and roll 
fresh dice next turn?
-- Retain: keep a dice for next turn, Power stays allocated to Offense/Defense 
accordingly
-- Even/Odd: Have better effects but only for a certain type of dice
-- Min/Max: Have a min or max value that can be put in the dice slot
-- Exact: Need an exact dice number
-- Close Exact: Need one or two exact numbers (like 4 OR 5)
-- Exact Total: Two slots, total needs to be exact
-- Two Slots: Have two spaces for dice placement
-- Doubles: Big effects for 2 dice of the same value
-- Reusable: Can be used multiple times in an Offense/Defense turn

++ Descriptive text / special options:



-- Repair: Restore some Hull
-- Repeat: Repeat next Part usage
-- Reuse: Can reuse this Part over and over
-- Limited Reuse: Can use the Part a limited number of times per turn
-- Return: Give used dice back after spending
-- Re-roll: Basic re-roll
-- Re-roll Multiple: Re-roll a certain number of dice
-- Use and Re-roll: Use a Part then re-roll the dice (optionally keep if 
below/above a certain number)
-- Multiplication: Do 2x dice value for example
-- Plus/Minus: Add or substract a flat value to dice number (like dice placement + 
2)
-- Change Power: Spend/discard Power of the opposite type (like discard 1 Defense 
Power if used from an Offense card)
-- Re-allocate Power: Put placed dice towards opposite Power type
-- Split: Divide a bigger dice into 2 smaller dice (as close as possible, so 5 
would be 3/2. OR player chooses entirely so 5 could be 4/1)
-- Big Split: Split a bigger dice into multiple set, smaller dice. Like "Max 4" 
can be Big Split into four 1s
-- Give: Give a new dice at a set value (like "give a 2")
-- Duplicate: Duplicate placed dice (optionally at a lower value)
-- Change: Change another dice to placed number, then return placed dice
-- Double Status: Double the amount of status on an enemy
-- Double Value: Double placed dice value, with a Max of 3 or less
-- Lifesteal: Take enemy Hull and repair self Hull
-- Effect Self and Enemy: Do dice placement of something (like damage) to self and 
even more to enemy
-- Effect Self for Bonus: Put a Status or other effect on self but then do a 
bigger thing
-- Manipulate Shield: Remove enemy Shield, transfer enemy Shield to self, or gain 
self Shield
-- Boost Damage: Bonus any damage for the turn
-- Swap Odd/Even: Turn an Odd or Even dice into the opposite (next highest, so Odd 
5 would go to Even 6, Even 6 would go to Odd 5, Odd 3 would go to Even 4, etc.)
-- Boost Dice: +1 to placed dice value
-- Boost All Dice: Boost all dice below X value by Y amount (like +1 to all dice 
less than 4)
-- Flip Dice: Flip dice to opposite face
-- Use Opponents Part: Use enemy Part as if it were your own
-- Conditional: Do extra thing IF certain condition met (like enemy is below half 
Hull, enemy has 0 Power in Defense, enemy has certain Status, self has certain 
stuff, etc.)
--- Can be combined with others, so you could Return dice IF enemy has certain 
Status
-- Gain Power: Expensive to use, but permanently gain Power
-- Block: Would be Defense, but if enemy allocates certain dice number punish them
-- Prepare: Would be Defense, but if enemy allocates certain dice number then buff 
self for next Offense
-- Destroy Part for bonus: Destroy/remove/discard an entire Part for a bonus 
(likely Repair)
-- Check: Re-roll placed dice and do bonus if result exceeds certain amount, like 
4+
-- Effect on Max: Used in conjunction with a Max, but do a bonus if the Max is 
placed (so placing a 4 on Max 4)
-- Plan Ahead: Gain bonus dice or set values next turn, such as place 1 to get a 6 
next turn, or place Max 3 to get 2 bonus dice next turn
-- Environment stuff: Use environment more effectively, or gain a bonus if Env was 
used this turn, or change env, or draft 3 keep 1 envs as part of change, or can't 



use Env this turn (as Defense to affect Offense turn)
-- Ignore: Ignore a Status or Shield or similar

++ Part names
- Missiles: Damage, roll Check to do more (like a lock on)

+++ QUESTIONS
- Should miniatures, movement, facing, or speed even be involved?
-- Almost like the question of the early FTL designs
-- At most I could see a "Distance" between ships that has an impact on some Parts
- Have some kind of Critical Damage card? Or will Effects cover this already?
- Should D8s be involved at all? Maybe a special limited resource, or Pilot 
ability?
- Have a way to draw Boost cards? Special dice powers that can be used once? Or is 
that too much randomness and too many decks?


